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                                   ABSTRACT

        The Åëenter frequency of ammonia inversion spectrum (J=:K=3) was measured in
     Kyoto by Stark modulatien atornic caock of absorption type (1) with referenÅëe to
     Tokyo UT2. The measured value of the center frequency was corrected using the
     pressure dependence which was measured by the author (2). Stark coeMcient was
     also determined to be 23.52 trO.04c/(volt/cm)2. Error due to Doppler shift in the
     frequency measuremeRt was minimized by using 5Mc/s JJY and by a leng time
     comparison of the JJY signal with 100kc crystal oscillator (3). The center fre-
     quency of the spectrum was determined irom a }eng time comparison with the
     astronomical frequency'standard (JjY) from February to October in 1957 to be

                     23,870,130.05 :ij. O.05 *t":O.1**:t:-O.2***(Å}1.2) kc/$

     reduced to zero pressure on UT2 with ammonia of purity of 94C%.

1. Introduction

    The center frequency of the ammonia inversion spectrum (J=K==3) in low
pressure region (below 10-2mmHg) had been considered to be accurately constant until

                                                                             'the frequency shift with gas pressure was found (4, 5, 6).

    Therefore, the center frequency oÅí the spectrum measgred by atomic clock must

be expressed, reduced to zero pressure, using the results of the frequency shift.

Since the measurements of the frequency shift of the spectrum were performed using

the Stark modulation system atomic clock of absorption type when the gas was pure

ammonia and when some foreign gas was mixed respectively, the center frequency

of the spectrum could be determined, based on Tokyo UT2 to the accuraey of the

atomic clock, which corresponds to the comparison of the astronomical time with the

atomic tirrie. In the determination, the effect of the Doppler shift of JJY signal

received in Kyoto was minimized, by a long time measurement of the center frequency

of the spectrum utllizing the different frequencles (10Mc/s and 5Mc/s) of JJY.

   * error of the atomic clock
  ** error of the reference (UT2)
 *'*L* errer due to i)oppler effect of JJY of 5Mc/s (or 10Mc/s).
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Further, in the atomic clock, the

cross point frequency, y., (Fig. 1)

was directly measured instead of

the center frequency at the work-

ing pres$ure, yo, but the Iatter was

accurate}y determined by the ex-

trapolation of the cttrve of vs

versus the square of the Stark field.

2. The determinatioR of the
   center freqlleney

    The experiment was performed

with the same apparatus as in I*,

only improved in such a way that

the input microwave power to the

cell is continuously changeable
exper!ment might be carried out

pressure of about 1Å~10H3mmHg.
atomic clock and the standard
by extrapolation Srom the curves of

was obtained by subtracting the

pressure by extrapolating the

    (1) Measurement of vs
    The final accuracy of measured

by•the Åíollowing errors.

   a) The error due to random
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    Fig. 1, Absorption curves with and without
           Stark electric field.

    10ptW to 1Å~10-3ptW, in order that the
    saturation broadening even beiow the gas
  value of v. was directly measured by using the

 JJY (5Mc/s), aRd tke Stark shift determined

 versus the square of the Stark field. Then yo

      from v,. Finaily it was reduced to zero
     part of the curve in Fig. 5 in I.

  is estimated to be 4.2Å~10m9 which is affected
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When the values (1):

                B=l c/s, Pi/....5 ptW,
                M== 25, vs-voTs30 kc/s,
                 l=3Å~102 cm, a"; ==7xiO-`cm-i,
               dyN'vlOO kc/s, ec. == 7.5Å~ 10-3cmH'
are used, we have o"yn == 28 cls. Therefore, the error dtte to random noise is less than

1Å~10-9, but experimentally it was less than 2.0Å~10-9.

    b) The error due to gas dispersion, o"vd,given, after some calculations, by the

following expression (1); ,
                             o"yd A.- ;-e"tu` l 1-'I IZ,q dv ,

if (v.-y,)2 << dv2,
where
                   l=3Å~102cm : Stark cell length,

                  2`g==1.55cm : guide wavelength,

                   Ao==1.25cm : waveleRgth in free space,
                  dvxsl05 c. p. s,.:

                 i.r'l=l1"i•.l",i

                    with I-'i: input refiection coeMcient,

                             .l+'o: otttput refiection coeMcient,

 -y,: frequency of the cross point of the two curves when Stark fie}d is off and on.

  yo : center frequency of the absorption curve at working pressttre of the atomic clocl<.

If i ,r' I ,,.Ill 1 x i O-2, 6yd == 60 c/ s. Therefore, the error due to gas clispersion is less than

2.5Å~10-9. In the experiment, adjusting the microwave circuit, 1.I'I could be made

less than 1Å~10--2 and the measurement using a phase shifter gave the error less

than 2.0Å~10--9.

    c) The error due to the uncertainty of the Starl< field. It was experimentally

less than 2.4xlO-9.

    d) The error due to the frequency shift with pressure change (7). It was

experimentally less than 2.0Å~10in9, averaged over more than 5 measurements, wi#h

the pressure of the gas indirectly measured by measuring liy and the gas purity

higher than 949o'.

    All the errors are considered to be independent of each other. Therefore, the

final accuracy of measured y. is given by

                    (2.02 -l-2.02 --l- 2.42 -i-• 2.02)ii'2 ,•,.• 10-(J k- zgL.2 /.,1 10-C, .

The frequency comparison of ps was chiefiy clone with 5Mc/s JJY as mentionecl

before, at 9a. m. and 3 p. m. every day through six days of each week. Then the
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error due to Doppler shift ceuld be reduced (3) within 1Å~10-8. But during daytirne,

the field intensity of 5Mc/s JJY is usually weak and when it was so weak that

the frequency measurement was impossib!e, 10Mc/s JJY was used which is usually

strong in daytime, but then the error due to Doppler shift becomes larger up to

5> 10-8. Five valaes of y. obtained at each measurement were averaged. These

measurements of ys on UT2 were performed from February to October, 1957, by 5 Mc/s

and leMc/s JJY.

    (2) Measptrement of Starle shift (ys-yo)

    It is the most accurate and simpie way of getting vo from v,, to extrapolate to

the zero Stark field the curves which show v, versus square of the Stark field for

various pressures, becattse at the Stark field below 5volt/cm, the loop gain oÅí the

frequency control loop was experimentally suthcient and the error of the measured vs

was below 2Å~10"-9. Since the impedance matching of the Stayk cel} is more diMcult
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         Fig. 2. v, versus square of Stark field at various pressures of ammonia
                of purky of 940%.

in the wide frequency range, the source modulation method of getting ve is a simple

way but may be less accurate than that of the extrapolation of the curves. Fig. 2

shows v. versus square of Stark fieid at various pressures of ammonia of purity of

949o'. The kinks in the curves seem to be caused by the splitting-up of the spectral

line into 23 components (8) in a weak field and the sudden change of the envelope
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g//

                                               Freqtiency

              Fig. 3. Stark splitting of the spectrum and its envelope
                     in the weak field, nine major components being
                     plotted out of 23 altogether.

              'of the compoBents near 9volt/cm Stark field (Fig. 3). The Stark vo}tage was mea-

sured to the accuracy of 2Å~10-" by using an amplifier with chopper and two standard

cadmium cells (1). The precisely measured value of SSark field intensity can be used

to determine the Stark coeMcient of the spectrum so far as the absorption curve may

be considered to shift with the shape unchanged in a weak Stark field. The value

23.52Å}O.04c/(volt/cm)2 (at E==61.98volt/cm and dy=:150kc/s) was obtained in

this way.

    (3) Frequency shift due to self-broadening

    The frequeRcy shift of the spectrum due to pressure change was found (4, 5, 6)

and preciseiy measured (2) first when the gas was pure amrnonia and when some
foreign gas was mixed respectively. Figs. 5 and 7 in I show frequency shift versus

P and frequency shift versus dyp respectively. Fig. 8 in I also shows the frequency

shift when some foreign gas is mixed. The value (2.8=VO.1)Å~10-'2 of a, the ratio of

frequency shift to dvp (pressure broadening) and the value (O.77 hO.1) Å~10-2 of the

ratio of frequency shift to pressttre are used to calculate the center frequency at zero

pressure from yo at the working pressure of the atomiÅë clock.

    Finishing the above-rnentioned processes, the center frequency of the spectrum

at zero pressure was determined on UT2. Fig. 4 shows the center frequency versus

time in month, which was obtained from y,. The center freqttency of the ammonia

3,3 line was determined to be
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               Fig. 4. Center frequency versecs time in month. When
                      compared with 5Mc/s JjY, it is limited between
                      two dotted lines indicated whereas when with
                      10Mc/s jJY, it i$ limited between two solid lines.

                 23,870,130.05 1 O.05* ! O.1**Å}O.2 kc*\"*(1.2 kc/s)

from February to October in 1957 reduced to zero pressure on UT2, where 'f: denotes

the error of the atomic clock, ** the error of the reference (UT2) alid 'i:** the error

due to Doppler shift of JJY of frequency 5Mc/s (or 10Mc/s). In the above de-

termination, the shift due to dyw (wall collision broadening) was neglected, though

it was not certain whether it existed. The center frequency glven above is Iower

than the value by K. Shimoda (9), namely:

                            23,870,131.05Å}O.05kc/s,

on UT2, reduced to zero pressure with a = O.4, measured by Stark, source and Zeeman

modulation atomic cloek, with circular waveguide, but purity oÅí ammonia unspecified,

wkile it is larger than the value by Sugiura and Hatoyama et al. (10), namely:

                           23,870,129.31 Å}O.05 kc!s,

on UT2, reduced to zero pressure with a :in- O.18, rneasured by source modulation atomic

clock, with K band wave guide, but purity of ammonia unspecified.

    These three values of the center frequency do not agree within the experimental

erroy. This seems to be connected with the clisagreement of the values of a which

will be in pcnrt explaiRecl by the circumstance that the partial pressure of the ammonia

was not measured in the experiments by the others than the present author.
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3. Conelusion

    The accuracy of the absorption type atomic clock which tttilizes ammonia inversion

spectrum as a frequency standard had been considered to be mainly limiÅíed by the

errors due to the detection of the spectral line, neglecting the effect of a as being very

small. On the contrary, the value of a is considerable and it affects the center very

Åírequency through She gas pressure, as can be seen. Tke vaitte of a was measured

for three different types of atomic clock and the three values agreed with each other

in the order of magnitude. So, to obtain the atomic clock of the final accuracy better

than 1Å~10-9, the gas pressure must be kept withiR the error of 1Å~10-2 in iO-'3mmHg

region. It is a}most impossible, however, by the present vacuum technique. To keep

the constancy of the total gas pressure in the cell might be rea!ized, for instance, by

supplying fresh ammonia gas very slowly into the ce!1 from a large gas container

attached. However, to keep the constancy of the partial pressure of ammoniawithin

the error of 1Å~10"2 in 10-3mmHg is another difficulty. Even if it is possible, for

obtaining the atomic clock of the accuracy better than 1Å~10-9, the molecular beam

methed seerr}s better than the absorption method. Bttt the frequency shift connected

with a may also kappen in the molecular oscillator using ammonia gas (11), although

the amount of the shift is far smaller than that in the absorption type atomlc clock.

    Theoretically, Tomita's theory (12), which is based upon Anderson's impact

theory, is most accurate but does not agree so well with the experimenta! resuits.

He ascribed the difference of the theory from the experiment to the rough assumption,

since he assumedi that the perturber should pass straightly with uniform velocity.

But when foreign gas exists, his theory cannot expiain the negative value of a.

    Abcording to the phase shift theory (13), if' the potential of interaction of two

molecuies is assumed to be oÅí the form

                                     . -= s• •

where B is a certain constant and r the lntermolecular distance, the value of a

vanishes and n=3 for the dipole-dipo!e interactio", and otherwise the higher n, the

smalier a. But by th{s theory, the negative value of a when foreign gas is mixed

cannot be explained either.

    Further experiments of the frequency shift when foreign gas is mixed for various

samples and by various mixing metheds are now in progress. Table I in tke preceding

paper (I) shows no correlation existing between dipole-moment and a. For the

purpose of measuring more precise partiai pressttre of ammonia under the working

conditions, the mass-spectrometer or some other eqLiipment working with the atomic

clocl< may be neces$ary.
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